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“TIN
in

FISH “—that means torpedo
submarine

language.

The

phrase, “the smoking lamp is lit’
means Camels are in order—for
with men in the Navy, the favorite cigarette is Camel. (See below.)

You want

SS) MS
to launch a'tin fish’

or make one!

FOR
IDE-AND-SEEK. A deadly game
of it with the T.N.T. of depth
charge and torpedo. That’s a game only
for steady nerves!
But what isn’t these days—with all of
us fighting, working, living at the highest tempo in years. Smoking, too—perhaps even more than you used to.
If Camels are not your present brand,
try them. Not just because they’re the
favorite in the service or at home—
but for the sake of your own smoking
enjoyment, try Camels. Put them to
the “T-Zone” test described below and
make your own comparisons.

STEADY

PLEASURE
CAMELS SUIT
ME TOAT’

FIRST IN THE SERVICE—
In the Navy — in the
Army —in the Marine
Corps—in

the

Coast

Guard—the favorite cigarette is Camel.
(Based on actual sales
records in Ship’s Service
Stores, Ship’s Stores,
Sales
Commissaries,

Post

Exchanges,

and

Canteens.)

9

—THE CIGARETTE OF
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
a

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,

Winston-Salem,

North Carolina

=

The TF Zone”
1-7

CAMELS WIN WITH
ME ON EVERY
COUNT. THEY’RE EASY
ON MY
FHROAT AND

where cigarettes
are judged

THEY DON'T TIRE MY
The “T-ZONE”’—Taste and Throat—is the proving
ground for cigarettes. Only your taste and throat
can decide which cigarette tastes best to you...
and how it affects your throat. For your taste and
throat are absolutely individual to you. Based
on the experience of millions of smokers, we believe Camels will suit your “T-ZONE” to a “T.”
Prove it for yourself!

T

a
URKISH &

Z
“Ss

DOMEsTic

LEN
CIGAREDT
a

=.

GYROSCOPE GIRL —Pretty Rosemary Gregory (above)
calibrates automatic directional devices at a Sperry
Gyroscope Co. plant, and she’s just as partial to Camels
as the fighting men who depend on her precision. She
says: “Camels suit me better all ways. For my
and my throat, Camels are tops with a capital

taste
‘T’!”
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The Style of Cicero
@ By Cartes W. NEUMANN
We are pleased to present to you, our readers,

for your serious moments, this analysis of the
style of Cicero from the department of the
classical languages.

B

EYOND a

doubt it is trite to say of every littera-

teur that “The style is the man.” Trite sayings,
however, are usually trite precisely because they are
true, and to try to word them differently may obscure
the truth so cogently present in them.
In short, we may as well admit that, tritely or not,
for Cicero his style really was an index to his character.
It is even a reflection of his wavering disposition that
he carefully avoided both the Asianism and_ the
Atticism of his day, and chose instead his “middle
style.” But that was not entirely the effect of his indecision, for even “Virtus in medio stat.” In fact, Cicero’s

study of rhetoric in Rhodes greatly influenced his style.

After that period the Asianism of Pro Roscio Amurino
gave way to a more serious, sober, and ponderous style.
Cicero, however,
Atticist school.

did

no

more

than

approach

the

For the Atticists, art was not something added
to the idea; it was one with it, emanated

from

it

directly, was its soul . . . They owed beauty only
to the quality of the materials and the arrangement
of masses and lines; they rejected extraneous
ornament,” 1

But Cicero could not paint beauty without ornament. The Neo-Atticists criticized him for precisely
the same reason that he took Hortensius to task.
Truly, Cicero’s style was his own.

1 Grenier, Francis: The Roman Spirit (New York:
Alfred A. Kopf, 1926). p. 218.

Its meritorious characteristics may be considered
briefly from four points of view: command of words,
sentence

structure, emotional

effect, and vividness.

Though the Latin master wrote in a language whose
vocabulary is far from being as rich as that of the Greek
tongue, he achieved a clarity, an order, and lilting
thythm which succeeding Latinists always strove to
reproduce. He can use words to such effect that, when

he pleads
attention
sprinkled
in Greek.
affectation
command

an

unfavorable

case, his diction

deflects

from the weak argument. His letters are
with quaint colloquialisms, and catchwords
They are an example of Cicero’s lack of
towards friends, and they prove that his
of words was acquired, not inspired.

Remarkable about the Ciceronian orations is the
ability of the speaker to intersperse with equal skill the
long periods with abrupt, brief, almost exclamatory
sentences. We cannot but see the vanity of a man who
had some reason to be vain, when we labor through
those rolling periods; of them, as has been said of the
treatises, we may remark,
“Their Latin moves in a stately pomp, so that it
is often a pleasure merely to dwell on the cadence
of the clauses and the vowel music of the
syllables.” 2
With

these two

instruments,

a command

of words

and dexterity in the use of the periodic sentence,
Cicero can arouse every type of emotion in his reader.
He purposely plays on feelings, using opposite ones in
close succession to clinch his plea,
mentioned, to hide his argument.

2 Duff,

J.

Wright:

A

Literary

or,

as

History

has

of

been

Rome

(Charles Scribner’s Sons: New York, 1932). p. 385.
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His favorite way of securing emotional appeal was

The vanity which some critics attribute to Cicero

by vivid narrative. In his descriptions, he writes always
as one who has actually seen or experienced even more
forcibly whatever is portrayed.

is accountable for in his public addresses and treatises.

These certainly are remarkable merits to be accorded
even to one of the world’s most famous writers. Cicero
was not, however, without his failings. These, in general, spring from the very technigue of rhetoric for
which he is noted, and by which he gained fame. His
defects are more exactly determined excesses. ‘Their
only cause was the almost too perfect use of technique
at the expense of inspiration.
We noted how this general cause produced, in some
instances, an artificial wordiness, which is absent from
his less elaborate letters. Tricks of rhetoric, too, he

used in too great abundance: it would be hard to
popularize today his innumerable personifications and
his scattered puns.
In the use of the period,

his vanity was

evident.

Sometimes it becomes overburdening. ‘Truly, we admire
his technique, but at times we must simply admit that
each period is too perfect. Even when his arguments
are arranged orderly, we would appreciate more frugality, more restraint.
In

arousing

emotions,

also,

he

sometimes

went

to

extremes. ‘The contrast between praise and blame, for
instance, is found too often. He seems

to solicit more

But a truer picture of the man is, as usual, to be found

in his letters. Theirs is a very different style. They are
freer, less elaborate; there are not as many of the periods
in which he vainly displays his technique. He is the
friend Cicero: sometimes moody, as in the letters from
his exile, sometimes carefree, as in his correspondence

with Atticus, but never artificial. He gives first impressions: a glance at the majesty and triumph of the letters after his return from exile ilustrates that. Of
course, in political letters, we read the character of one

who solicits favor, cautiously, but in labored tone.
There is no note of artificiality and preparation as is
observable in the younger Pliny, who wrote his letters
expressly for publication. Such correspondence, indeed, occupied relatively small amounts of Cicero’s
letter-writing time, and in all his other epistles we note
a candor and charm altogether devoid of artifice.

There are, then, two styles which Cicero employed.
He needed them both: We

spoke in the familiar tone of his letters; nor would we
enjoy letters composed in the elaborate technique of
the orations. We are still correct in saying that Cicero’s

style is the man, for the man lived two lives. It is a
matter of our personal tastes just which style we prefer.
Yet, regardless of the choice we make, our aesthetic
sense breaks forth in words of praise:

than our sympathy, as his self-love pleads in the consular speeches and the orations in exile.
With

all that, however,

we

cannot

but be

principle, “Ars
unpardonable.

est

celare

artem,”

was,

after

He handled a noble language with such vivacity,

pleased

at his polished style. His imperfect conception of the
all,

clearness, and music that it became

the centuries. 3

not

3 Duff, op. cit., p. 347.

aja
TQ A STARLING
Swirl in the cloudland,

Swoop down to earth,
Soar back to skyland,
Land of your birth.

Spin about sprightly,
Mind not the chiil;
Turn about lightly,

Never be still.
Joy’s little preacher,
Prate in the sky.

Peace-cargoed creature,
Soared not too high.
—TuHoMas
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would not admire, at least

not in the Rome of his time, the public servant who

STANLEY.

the model

of

We

Of This Generation
@ By Wess G. WHITMER
Much

is being written about world

tions and remedies
Youth will have its
another contribution.

for
say,

condi-

these conditions.
too, and here is

V \/

E, at this moment, have the honor to belong
to a generation whose lips are touched with
fire... The human race is now passing through one
of its great crisis. New ideas, new issues—a call to carry
on the work of righteousness, of charity, and of loyalty

—all these things have come and are daily coming to us.

American Constitution. These three ideals have been
disturbed by war, hate, and injustice, and those opposed
to these ideals, we are fighting, though unwilling, in a
bloody warfare. Peace-loving people of this generation
are faced by the overwhelming problems of this modern
world of ours. We must answer the challenge to carry
on the work of courage, of charity, and of hope. We
are the builders of a new world. What will that new
world, the post-war world, be like? We can only
theorize as to the answer of this question, but we can
prepare ourselves for life in that world. We must

study

and

labor

unsparingly

to be

worthy

of our

generation.

The youth of other generations lived in their present, and enjoyed visionary dreams of their future. But
we,

the youth

of today,

must

face

our

future

now—

and it is a struggle for the preservation of that freedom
which we, as Americans, enjoy, but so little appreciate.
Freedom to some of the generations prior to ours
seemed to be the natural order of the world. The right

The world of tomorrow, in order to be a peaceful
one, must be radically changed. The world of tomorrow will be the world of common people of every
nation, striving by understanding and simple justice
to make life worthwhile. We are learning now in this
dismal present that no nation of free men can take its
liberties for granted. The youth of America must see

was

to it that they no longer isolate themselves from the

recognized across an ever-widening area of their world.
The ten-day breadth of the Atlantic, the twenty-day
breadth of the Pacific, and the increased acceptance of
the ideal of human freedom, gave the foregoing generations a false confidence in their own security. They
honestly believed that no nation or combination of
nations could challenge their institutions, or threaten
their way of life.

balance of the world. It is their responsibility, as
youth, to prove that democracy can and will continue
to work efficiently and successfully. This can be done
only if certain conditions exist: strong American solidarity in the Western Hemisphere; determined leadership of the Western Hemisphere in the reorganiza-

of men

to freedom

of thought,

and

to freedom,

We were shocked . . . brutally awakened to our
false security by the treacherous Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor, the day of December 7, 1941. Our country is now engaged in the throes cf mortal conflict, a
life and death struggle between democracy and militaristic dictatorship. Europe, technically speaking, does
not exist. We

have,

instead,

a war-torn,

blood-soaked

continent, where once we had a group of highly cultured nations living in peace and worshipping according to their respective creeds. Today, in the midst of
this abominable warfare, the spirit of Christianity and
the spirit of peace are much disturbed in Europe. These
two ideals are clouded, yet as long as they remain in
the hearts and minds of people, Christianity and civil-

ization will never perish from the earth. This world
of ours has been overcast time after time with war’s
red haze, yet in ideals it has constantly desired peace.

tion of the world

a sound

measure

of

A new order is truly waiting to be created: an order
in which security, stability, efficiency, and world peace

will prevail.
When we are older and memory brings back this
moment to our minds, let us be able to say: “That was
a great moment—it was the beginning of a new era—
this world of ours in its crisis called for volunteers, for

men of faith in life, of patience in service, of charity,
and of insight. We responded to the call . . . we volunteered to give ourselves to the cause of human and

brave living. We
Today, men find difficulty in following the pursuit
of life, liberty, and happiness as portrayed by our

after the war;

economic justice; a thorough system of trade treaties
incorporating a drastic reduction of trade barriers; a
just political and social reconstruction, particularly in
the defeated nations; a workable world agency for the
administration of world affairs; higher levels of life and
democratic institutions made available if they are to
be maintained successfully.

sparingly
eration!”

and

studied—we loved—we labored un-

hopefully,

to be

worthy

of

our

gen-
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Victory
@ By Roserr REEvEs
A story of a graveyard

success.

HE

gaunt,

tired-looking

old

man

lay

on

his

to get it, for like so many of his kind he had never
tasted the fruit of happiness.

death bed. His friends, few that they were, had

gathered for a final goodbye. Yet in spite of the somewhat melancholy setting, the figure seemed to stir with
the restlessness of a new spirit, and a faint smile seemed
to pass across his worn and haggard features. With the
smile of conquest still on his face, he drew his last
agonizing breath, and those gathered about his bed
side, heard him faintly whisper, “Il win.”

But when

they had started out together, each, being

so sure of himself, had made a wager as to who would
do the most good, be the most famous, and whose
works and name live longest in the minds of the villagers. There seemed little doubt now as to who had
finally won.

portant man

One

was

dead,

the

other,

the

most

in the entire country side. Had

im-

he not

built a church and presented with it a beautiful organ,

The passing words of a dying man seemed to make
little impression on those present, except on a tall distinguished looking man standing ir the corner. But as
he heard

the words,

“I'll win,”

a smile, ever so faint

seemed to touch his lips, and quickly pass; only to be
supplanted by a few silent tears which unashamed he
let roll down his pale cheeks.
No two men had been as close as these two, yet still
separated by a barrier which ever held them apart. This
barrier,

as

in

so

many

similar

cases,

was

the

differ-

ence between the rich and the poor. Cousins they were,
but seemingly more like brothers, the only difference
being that the figure on the bed was gentle and kind
with a look only an innocent soul could possess, while
the distinguished cousin was a little more hard, with
the ruthless look men have who have fought and built
up a large fortune.
As young men starting out on the road of life, each
had been quite sure of himself. He who had sought
beauty

in

nature,

poetry,

and

music

had

ended

his

short career on the death bed as a failure. Yet for some
unknown reason the look upon that peaceful face was
anything but that of failure. Perhaps he had found true
success at last. On the other hand his friend and cousin
had supposedly reached his goal; he now had everything, wealth and power; but not the great wealth of
happiness. What is more he did not even know how
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and

donated

to

other

public

charities,

deeds

that

burned his name in the minds of his fellow townsmen,

while the still figure, stretched so cold on the hard
cot, had only to his credit a beautiful hymn—“My Soul
‘To ‘Thee”—which was seemingly of little value as it was
played only at church ceremonies. Yet he had still died
with that unforgettable smile on his lips and those
mysterious words “I'll win.”
And also within a few short years, the distinguished
figure of the village (now the town’s leading citizen,
the mayor) passed away and the entire town went into
mourning. He had likewise died with a smile on his
lips, the only difference being that his last words were
“T’ve won.” Perhaps even on his death bed he had
pictured his magnificient church and his equally magnificent organ, at his funeral, thus leaving something
behind indestructable.
The services were beautiful and in his estimation of
the mayor, the minister consistently praised the mayor
and compared him to the world’s great. But as the last
remains were being removed after the services, the soft
sweet tones of the organ were heard, and the beautiful,
melodious words of a hymn floated down from the
choir-loft as the choir boys softly sang, “My Soul To

Thee.”
You

tell me—Who

had won?

Theater Critic's Daily Review
@ By Cetra Himes
A view of the war
from a new angle.

MERICA’S latest production is now showing at
the Columbia Theater with the greatest and
most stupendous cast of all time. It opened December
7, 1941, rather unexpectedly and critics are anticipating
a long run.

Critics for weeks had been expecting a production of
this type,
themselves
was such a
are having

but all the while others kept repeating to
that it would never be produced because it
gigantic undertaking. Once more the critics
to eat their words. They said a show of

this kind would not run for six months;

of course, we

now know that they were wrong. As long as “America”
is a hit at the box office and as long as the audiences
continue to come back for more, you will see what we
mean when we say that it’s the greatest show on earth.
It’s the most colossal thing in the history of show
business! It’s inexplicable; once more we reiterate, it’s

colossal.
The most amazing thing about the whole production

is the fact that the actors had few auditions prior to
the show’s opening and there was never an actual dress

rehearsal held.

The leading role is taken by Victoria who is not a
newcomer to audiences. She is no longer youthful, but
nevertheless is still a striking creature as she wings her
way off and on stage. She exhibits superb poise, deliberation and sincerity.
‘True to form Victoria is a temperamental actress, but
then what actress isn’t. Even the stage-door Johnnies
can tell you that the cooperation between Victoria and
the cast is unbelievable. There seems to be a strong
bond linking them. More than anything else, it apparently is the unity that makes the show an undisputed
hit. And there is unity! You can feel it and breathe it
as you

as soon

step into the theater.

In the opening scenes there is profuse ad libbing, but
it is always done in a professional rnanner. The art of
suspense is employed, an old technique, but nevertheless it captures the audience’s attention miraculously.
As for the plot, there is a very definite one; we won’t
relate it; we'll leave that for you.
The

mob

scene,

the

finale,

breath-taking spectacle we
special attention. It leaves
bewildered. Victoria comes
with her arms outstretched

is

perhaps

the

most

have ever seen and merits
the audience stunned and
to the center of the stage
and the curtain closes.

If this show isn’t the greatest hit in the world, there

will never be one. The best script writers and the most
talented actors were called in, and the ablest producers,
directors and technicians were engaged. You can see
why it has to be good! Yes, it has some competition,
but none of the same calibre.

‘The show soon to complete a year’s run is still playing to a capacity-filled house and talent scouts are
constantly seeking new material to replace the extras,

propmen,

and

the

men-behind-the-scenes

who

are

finding other places. The show must go on!

25a
TO OUR DEAD
Now that you have journeyed
To that far-off land,

Now that we can never

Know the pressure of your hand,
Guide us through the shadows,
Go before us in the night.
Shield us with your heart’s love,

Bring us safely to the Light.
—SistER Mary Davi, S.N.D. de N.
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Boompy
@ By Wizzur J. Dunsxy
A story for
Armistice Day.

I

was Labor Day, 1941, and the Greyhound bus
terminal was thronging with holiday travelers. Some
were hurrying towards the exit doors, others were lined
up at the ticket booth, many were comfortably settled
in the long benches patiently waiting for their bus to
arrive, a few were peering at the goods displayed in the
confectionery showcases, others were running wildly
to and fro like a swarm of ants whose dwelling has just
been blitzed, and quite a crowd

was

seated

at the re-

freshment counter enjoying a little snack before continuing their trip.
At the extreme end of the counter was a group of
four persons who apparently were having difficulty in
being served. Mrs. Anna Eilers had come with her two
daughters, Antonnette and Cecilia, aged sixteen and
thirteen respectively, to visit her son, Edward, over the
week-end. They had had a gay old time together and
were now waiting to board the homeward-bound bus.
Ed spoke impatiently to Antonnette. “See whether
you can succeed in getting a couple of cokes, Ant.
I’m going to check our baggage before it’s too late.
Tell mother I'll be nght back.”
Ed hurried to gate five where the big blue bus was
being prepared for its next run. He pushed three suitcases towards the baggage compartment and called to a

nearby porter.
“Will you please check these, porter? They’re for
Chicago.”
“Yassuh!” replied a jolly negro as he pulled a pack

of baggage checks from his pocket.

and Antonnette,
wheels!”

“unless

you

want

to

ride

on

the

Ed and Cecilia pushed their way through the crowd
to the bus door. Ed helped his sister into the bus and
told

her

to

take

the

second

seat.

Cecilia,

however,

turned around and said with sad reproachfulness:
“Didn’t you forget something, Ed?”
“Oh! [I’m sorry, Boompy” (this was the affectionate
nickname which had been given te Cecilia when she
was still a baby), said Ed, and he tenderly kissed her
goodbye. “Be a good girl at home.”
“Goodbye, Ed,” returned Cecilia, fighting to hold
back the tears.
Mother and Antonnette came along in a few minutes,
and Ed did not have to be reminded of his sad duty.
“Goodbye, mom!”
“Goodbye,

Ed,” mother said huskily, “and take care

of yourself.”
“Goodbye, Ed.”
write to you.”

Antonnette

smiled

bravely.

“Pll

A few moments later the driver hopped into his seat,
and the bus rolled slowly from the station. Ed waved
to his loved ones, and they threw back their kisses as
long as he was in view. For a long time Ed stood looking after the bus which he no longer could see. He
had often said goodbye to them, but it still was hard to
part with them. He loved his mother deeply, and he
was very fond of his two sisters. Cecilia was especially
dear to him; she had always been his favorite. He and
Boompy had always been great pals at home. He had

tried to hide his emotion when he said goodbye, but he
knew that he had not succeeded

Ed slipped a silver coin into the shining palm that

were

still wet, and

very well. His eyes

as he pulled a clean handkerchief

handed him the checks and hastened back for his coke.

from his pocket, he felt a feeling of terrible loneliness
come over him. He stood for a moment without moy-

“Is everything taken care of, Ed?” asked his mother.
“All ready to hit the trail, mom! How’s Cecilia making out up there?” he called to the younger girl who
was busy sipping her delicious drink.

ing, and then, stufhing the kerchief into his pocket, he

“T’m done,” cried the youngster jumping from her

a positién teaching school in one of the local high

seat and wiping her lips. “Let’s go out and get a good

schools. He was living near the school building, and it

seat, Ed,” she said grabbing him by the hand.

was towards his room that he now turned his steps.

Ed

quickly

swallowed

his

coke

and

went

Ed had just graduated from college and had secured

off with

Cecilia. “Hurry, you two,” he called back to mother
Page eight

walked briskly from the depot.

Sleep

did

not

come

for a long

time

that

night.

Every event of the past three days scurried across his
imagination. He recalled the surprise arrival. Mother
had looked well, he thought. He could not get over
how big Cecilia had gotten and how beautiful Antonnette had become! He could not forget the delicious
home-made cookies and fudge, the happy rides in the
country, and the gay times singing together in his
room at nights. Then the parting scene flashed once
more through his mind, and the restrained tears burst
forth spontaneously.
The excitement of the visit gradually wore off, and
Ed settled down to the absorbing task of teaching his
freshman classes.
“Never a dull moment,” was his gay reply to queries
as to how things were going.
Letters

arrived

from

home.

Mother

wrote,

Cecilia

wrote,—even Antonnette wrote! They had had a very
interesting return trip, and of course they missed Eddie
terribly. School had begun, and naturally the girls
hated to get back into the scholastic rut.
October passed interestingly, and the letters from
home continued.
November

crept

onto

the

scene

almost

unnoticed,

and the news from Ed was that he was getting ready to
organize the freshman basketball team. He liked all
sports and was heart and soul in the undertaking.
One time as he sat discussing the question with
several members of the faculty, the principal of the
school brought a letter for him. Ed laid it aside until
the meeting should be over. After the men had gone,
he picked up the letter eagerly.
“It’s from

dad,”

he said

to himself

as he

saw

the

characteristic handwriting. As he read he began to
smile broadly.
“You should have seen our honey Cecilia in her new
uniform,”

dad

wrote.

“The

school

band

marched

in

the Armistice Day Parade, you know, and I was very
proud of our little girl!”
Just last week mother had written how Cecilia had
been practicing her majoretting in front of the large
mirror. “Antonnette is jealous of Boompy’s legs,” she
had written.
“Good old Boomp!” exclaimed Ed aloud. “I'll have
to get some pictures of her and Antonnette in their
uniforms.”
The next day another letter arrived from dad, and

lo!—there were the pictures. Ed looked at them for a

“Just fine sir. I received letters from dad and mother
this week, and the situation is well in hand, as it were,

sit!” Ed smiled.
‘“Hasn’t anybody

been

ailing?

Your

sister?”

asked

Mr. Jones, puzzled.

“Not that I know of,” replied Ed thoughtfully.
“Grandmother, perhaps.”
“Well,” said the principal hesitatingly, “I just received this telegram.”” He handed Ed the message.
All the color fled from Ed’s face as he read: “Please
advise Edward Eilers that his sister Cecilia died today.
Mother.”
It seemed to Ed that his whole insides exploded.
He felt his knees sag, and he swallowed with difficulty.
His heart beat terrifically. His breath came in gasps.

“T’m dying, too,” Ed thought seriously.
“T

didn’t

even

know

she

was

sick,”

he

mumbled

weakly. “Dad wrote only two days ago telling me how
wonderful she was in the Armistice Day Parade. . .
Armistice Day . . . ” he repeated slowly, as the irony
of the thought struck him. Cecilia marching probably
on a bitter cold day, the weather had been cold that
week,

to commemorate

the

end

of the

“war

to

end

all wars,” and already there was another bitter struggle
taking place on the same battlefield . . . His Cecilia,
his Boompy—the word stuck in his throat—gone!
“Here’s a letter that arrived this morning, too, Ed.
It might throw some light on the case,” interrupted
Mr. Jones.
Ed tore open the letter mechanically. He read among
other things: “Cecilia came home from the parade
with a bad cold. She had to wait in line several hours,

she said. I'll keep her home from school today, and
she'll be all right by tomorrow.”
“Just as I thought!” muttered Ed bitterly. “Armistice
Day!”
“You’d better take your team out anyhow, Ed. It'll

do you good,” spoke Mr. Jones softly.
It was a twenty-minute walk to the gymnasium, and
the fact that Ed ever arrived there safely can be attributed only to his watchful guardian angel. He
simply left his feet wander at their will. He went
through red lights, walked boldly in front of passing
machines,—plunged blindly onward, unmindful of
everything except those awful words: “Please advise

Edward Eilers that his sister Cecilia died today.”

long time. He, too, was proud of his lovely sisters.

School had just been dismissed on November

14,

and Ed was preparing to take out his basketball squad

for practice. As he passed the principal’s office, Mr.
Jones called him in.
“Hello,
How’s

Ed,”

he said cheerily.

everybody at home?”

“How’s

That evening Ed took from his desk a bundle of
neatly-tied letters. He went through them slowly, and
reverently he selected one from the pack. It was

Cecilia’s last letter to him.

everything?
(Continued

on

page

eighteen)
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Maurice

Evans
@ By MapELEINE GEoRGIEV

The great Shakespearean actor, Maurice
Evans, appeared in Dayton recently. ‘I’his
article gives the reaction of one of the students to his talk. Read it; it might help you
to renew your interest in Shakespeare.

one time grown to hate. The theatre served as the
medium for his better understanding of Shakespeare.
From the manner in which he spoke, and from his
whole presentation of material, it was evident that
Maurice Evans is not only a great actor, but also a
very convincing individual. In a very unassuming man-

J

UST recently, many people in Dayton had the opportunity to meet not Shakespeare, but a very
good friend of his, for to my mind that is just exactly
what Maurice Evans is. True, Shakespeare lived several
centuries before Maurice Evans, but, then, spiritual
bonds are not affected by time. Let us consider Maurice
Evans as his young friend who wishes to renew our

friendship with this great man, for many of us have
been merely acquaintances of Shakespeare, knowing him
through some of his works. We know that these works
are great masterpieces; we have attempted to read
them, trying desperately, at times, to understand some
of them, but usually after days of struggling through
Hamlet or Macbeth, we emerge, half dazed, and say
that we know even less about this “chap” Shakespeare
than we did before. This is the case with many students,

who,

after

high

school,

resclve

never

to have

anything more to do with him, and with the classics
in general. Maurice Evans emphasized this point. Without wanting to criticize the system of education, but
merely giving his viewpoint as an experienced actor,
he said that it would be much better to have the students

take

part,

more

often,

in

the

Shakespearean

plays, presenting them in their schools. Thus, by
learning the various parts, and feeling them, they would
undoubtedly get a better understanding of them and
of their author.

ner, and without the aid of all the settings and scenery

to which he is accustomed, he gave us an insight into
the true Shakespeare, offering a number of excerpts
from King Henry V, Richard II, Hamlet, Macbeth, etc.

He succeeded in doing what he wished to, and that was
making Shakespeare’s writings alive, and also in showing the relationship between our times and the Elizabethan era in which this great writer lived.
It must be known that Shakespeare had a keen sense
of England’s history, which at that time was quite
strengthened in every one’s mind by the new national
consciousness and the defeat of the Armada. The
people of his time were thrilled when they heard, in
Richard II, the feelings of Elizabethan England. ‘The
people of today are also thrilled when they listen to
Maurice Evans recite the quotations from the very
same play, for these make them realize that the same
feelings and thoughts on war, countries, politics, and
ideals are expressed, only in a different and more
elaborate wording. Maurice Evans said, “Shakespeare’s
prophetic passages and speeches borrow tomorrow’s
headlines or might have been uttered by Winston
Churchill.” He went on to say, “In these days we can
appreciate the despair of Hamlet, and, in page after
page, we can find speeches that abound in the illumination of every aspect of war, its horror, its glamour,
and even its romantic side.”

Maurice Evans did not have a very favorable introduction

to his dear

friend.

In

fact,

for a number

of

years, he was inclined to be quite bitter toward him.
It all began, when, as a young choir boy, he was given
the part of the Fairy Blossom in A Midsummer
Night’s

Dream.

Alas

and

alack,

his

humiliation

was

great when he had to put on the golden. haired wig
and the tulle dress. It was then that he wished that
Shakespeare’s plays had never existed. Later, when he
looked

back, he remembered

that Queen

played by an older boy who showed

‘Titania was

signs of a small

Maurice Evans added a bit of humor in his talk
when he narrated some of his experiences as an actor.
For example, he told us about the time when

he had

to give one of his Shakespearean performances in a
little theatre in Texas. The manager of the theatre was

quite alarmed about it. Shortly before the performance
was to begin he went to the boy, who
and down the aisles selling candy, and
“Throw out the peanuts, Baby Ruth,
gum, we're going to have a classy show

was going up
said to him,
and chewing
tonight.” He

beard. In the higher grades, he very often had Shake-

also told us of an experience he had while in New York.

speare presented

It was with a bald-headed man who was sitting in the
front row of the theatre. He still can’t understand how
this man, who sat right in front of the stage, was able

to him

in a most

uninteresting man-

ner. But when he reached maturity. some several years
later he was fortunate enough

to see the true meaning

and beauty of the very same phrases which he had at
Page ten
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Diary Of An Off-Campus Student
With A Car
Whose Tires
Aren't
®By ADELE KLopr
Mostly for those
who ride to school.
A

woost 31. T'omorrow I register at
school and a Sophomore I
shall be. Boy, is that unbelievable!

Well,

I guess

I'll

take the car and get there
early, about

suppose.
Inspected

nine

or ten,

I

Oh, oh, no tires!
them

last week,

and what did I find out?
Not enough rubber to make
a decent rubber band. I
wonder if ‘Tom is going out
tomorrow

at a comfortable

hour.

Just called Tom

up. No

tires. Dawgonit! Can’t think
of anybody else close
enough to pick me up tomorrow. I'll have to take

the bus.
September 1. Got up at 11:00 A. M. and reached
school at 1:30. Took the bus to town, and transferred
to school. Not so bad. I guess I won’t mind it so much.
Stood in line at various places for three hours or so.
Had two conflicts and six eight o’clocks. What did I
do to deserve all this? Oh yeah, and physical ed till
five one night a week. Hopped a ride with Ed downtown and stood up half the way home on the bus.
September 3. Got up at 6:30 A. M. (ungodly
hour) to get to chapel at eight. Found out that I will
have to get up earlier if I want to get there on time.
As it was, two buses packed to the gills passed me to
start with. When one driver finally deigned to stop and
let me on, I had to stand all the way downtown. After
I transferred, I had the extremely good fortune to sit

down two blocks from school. But that was only after
we had stopped at every block to let someone on or off.

Of course, we missed all the lights. I got to chapel in
the middle of the sermon. My last class was out at
2:30 so I was able to find a seat on the way home.
Made inquiries to see if anyone else with a car has the
same morning schedule. Results: Ed comes out at 8:00
on Thursdays; Bob on Mondays and Fridays. Well,
that’s that much anyhow. Bob says that he doesn’t
expect his tires to last the semester.
September

4.

It was heaven

this morning,

at ease in the neatest little ’33 Chevie

course, we
tracks

on

weren’t quite at ease going
Main

Street,

but

who

sitting

I ever saw. Of

minded

over the car
that?

The

traffic was terrible and we nicked fenders with an old
(Continued

on page seventeen)
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Is This Congress Patriotic?
It has been said by one of our military leaders that
we are losing this war. He could just as easily have
stated that Congress is losing this war for such is
actually the case.
We have a legislative body that is apparently not
interested in the welfare of our armed forces. Rather
they would secure a higher parity for the farmer, a
higher wage for labor, and the retention of silver laws
that are directly hampering our war production. Let us
look at each of these separately.

OX

ADELE KLopr
Rosert Hues

GEORGE ‘THOMA
KATHLEEN WHETRO

‘THOMAS STANLEY

Mary Ferris

Congress is swiftly losing its prestige and the members composing these blocs may possibly find their
numbers greatly reduced. If this has been merely electioneering, let our legislators forget their individual
differences and concentarate their efforts on our common foe. The people are willing; we only want our
leaders to show us the way.
—M. J.D.

wj—te

Catholic Collegitae Congress

For what is the farm bloc lobbying? It would have
an upward revision of the parity price. Essentially this
is a conflict between farmer and factory worker but the
settlement will not come as proposed by the farm bloc.
Rises in wages of farm labor would result in the rise of
wages for the factory worker. This is the essence of
inflation—the bidding for a limited labor supply. Governmental regulation of the supply is the answer to the
farmers’ problems.

‘The students of colleges and universities throughout
the nation are asking, “What can I do to aid the
prosecution of the war and the establishment of a just
peace after the conflict?” The National Federation of
Catholic College Students and the Newman Club
Federation will attempt to answer these questions at
the Catholic Collegiate Congress to be held in Cin-

The labor group is fighting to maintain the purchasing power of labor at the January 1, 1941, level.
The simple answer to this is that in time of war no
one is entitled to maintain peace-time standards. Wages
are a large percentage of our national income and any
upward revision of them will result in inflation. Inflation would not be beneficial to labor.

We of the University of Dayton have, on several
occasions, had opportunity to learn the basic principles
necessary to the students and others as guiding lights
in our actions. Monsignor Sheen set down certain rules
that all must follow when dealing with the war and
the peace that is to follow. We know the general goal
but we may not have had the specific personal path in

Silver is one vital war metal of which we have a
surplus. Industry cannot use this surplus, however,
until the present law requiring 25 to 75 ratio of silver
to gold is repealed. The silver bloc is fighting desperately for the retention of a law which benefits thirtyfive mining companies at the expense of the nation’s
welfare.

We
support

cannot believe that the people of this country
these groups.

of our armed

With

the increase of the size

forces there is hardly

a family

that has

not sent someone to the service of the country. ‘These
fathers and mothers

are not interested in maintaining

a standard of living at the cost of their sons’ lives.
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cinnati on December

28, 29, 30, 1942.

our view.
The aim of the Catholic Colegiate Congress as set
forth by the organizations comprising it is to “plan
for the future.” This plan will be formally stated and
will be a simplification and a clarification of the principles already evident in a workable guide for each one
of us.

Acting individually we cannot influence the thoughts
of others

very much;

by united

action

we

the world of a just and lasting peace founded

can

assure

on justice

and charity and cemented by sacrifice.

_M. J. D.

Why Don’t You Write

far, and for the next two games which we are confident they will pull out on top for us.

Once more we ask for contributions for the Exponent. This is your magazine; it is to represent all divisions and groups of the University. Surely some of
you have opinions that would be of general interest.
We request that writers of letters sign their names.
Your name will not be printed if you do not so desire
but we must know your name. There was a contribution given to the editor recently by one of the students of the division of business answering Bob
Schweller’s article on the engineers and it was a good
bit of writing but it was not signed and we must know

your name.
Thus far we have tried to include in each issue of the
Exponent an article explaining the functions and the
aims of some campus organization. We feel that members of organizations are better acquainted with the
aims and functions of their group and can therefore
present a clearer picture to the student body than can

a non-member of this staff.
Constructive criticism is always
help us to give you what you want.

welcome.

It will

2h—te
A Letter To The Editor
Dear Editor:

There are two tough games left, which also means
two more pep-meetings. Are they going to be like the
last ones? So far this year our meetings have been just
mediocre. Before homecoming we had a parade and
of course just the same loyal fifty to seventy-five showed
up. What happened to the others? In order to have
real successful meetings the cooperation of everyone
the students, the band, the coach, and

the

players.
The Band has missed only one important meeting,
but of course they were practicing for the homecoming
game. The coaches have been busy with scouting and
other duties. The players have been “swell” and have
cooperated to their fullest extent with talks, opinions,
etc., and then in the games they really played for
old U. D.
Now,
Let’s ask
that he
then the

for two

more

victories,
—Jack

FENTON.

wet

Cadet Officers Club
The Cadet Officers Club was founded in 1940 by the
Cadet Officers of the Pershing Rifles. Instrumental in
the founding and success of the club were Cadet Lts.
Vincent Poeppelmeier, Raymond Drury and Cadet
Capt. Robert Q. Jones.
The club in its early days was exclusively for the
Pershings, but it was decided to make it possible for all
students enrolled in the First and Second Year Advanced R. O. T. C. Courses to become eligible for
membership. This was done and a constitution formed,

_M. J. D.

is needed;

Yours

what about ourselves? What are we doing?
ourselves. If everyone would get the attitude
is necessary for the success of the meeting,
meeting would be something to brag about.

There are two more meetings coming up folks, so what
say we go all out for Harry and the felows. Let’s show
them some appreciation for the wonderful season so

which is the set of rules governing the conduct of the
club’s activities.
The Club Officers for the current scholastic year are:
Cadet Capt. Westendorf, president; Cadet Lt. Hoban,
vice-president; and Cadet Sgt. Welch, secretary-treasurer. The Cadet Officers Club sponsors its official newspaper which is known as the Dud. The Dud Staff this
year consists of Cadet Sgt. Whitmer, editor-in-chief;
Cadet Capt. Foland, assistant editor; and Cadet Lt.
Lause, staff-artist.
The membership this year is made up of twentynine seniors, and twenty-seven juniors. ‘The club has
had two meetings thus far this year. The first meeting
was in the Alumni Hall Lounge and was devoted mainly to organization of the club and orientation of the
juniors. The second meeting of the year was an informal stag held at Cadet Lt. Velton’s home.
The Officers Club backed Miss Mary Jane Driscoll
and Miss Mary Malone in the recent elections for
Homecoming Queen and attendant, respectively.
The Officers club is very proud of its Trick Drill
Unit, commanded by Cadet Capts. Doorley and
Foland. The crack unit composed of nine seniors and
seven juniors demonstrated its proficiency for the first
time this year on October 23 at the Fairmont High
School Victory Carnival. More will be heard from this

unit especially at the Pershing Rifle Pledge Dance and
the annual Blue and White Military Ball.
—WeEsB

G. WHITMER.
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He

We...

WOMEN’S

A SENIOR AT U. D.

the

As a Senior at U. D. I can well appreciate the
thoughts which were expressed by Ada Kay Bomford in
the article which appeared in the last issue of the
Exponent. As I read it, many memories of the days I
spent: here came back to me. Now that I have only six
months of college life remaining, I know Ill never forget my first day of introduction to the great halls of
the University, particularly when I saw the long line
of strangers waiting to register, strangers who are now
friends, friends who will never be strange again.
Speaking for my fellow classmates I
safely say “We'll always remember’—our
lowly Frosh when we recited and sang
escapes over and over—the first migration
ern Reserve when the boys in the band

Cleveland

South

think I can
initiation as
from the fire
trip to Westtaught us to

Bounce,

Philly Drag?—then

at which

two

CWLEVL
EDITOR

the

Whe

... ApDELE Kiopr

Marshall

Hop,

and

the

came the Senior Farewell

orchestras were featured, and NO

inter-

missions.
My fellow pre-meds will remember—the first fourhour lab—the autopsies at Miami Valley—the invitation
to join Sigma Delta Pi—the field trips to Clifton and
Cincy—and the pre-med picnic.
In our sophomore year we again won the
remember the broken window at a hotel
when the snakedance cost us $65?—the tea
the freshmen women when we put on our

flag rush—
downtown
in honor of
high heels

and best manners to welcome them—we became active
in various activities on the campus—and then memories

of—the first juke box dance sponsored by CABOS at
the Loretto on November 29, 1940—the first record

play pinochle—pep rallies in the quadrangle and the
gym when we cheered ourselves hoarse for our new

player which was introduced in the Caf about the same
time—the Pershing Pledge Dance at the Country Club

Alma Mater—the torchlight parade through town the
night we met the Flyers at the train after their trip to
the West Coast where they tied the mighty St. Mary’s
Gaels 6 to 6—our introduction to the game of bridge,
top flight coed extra-curricular activity—the first time
our names appeared in the columns of the NEWS—
the flag rush when our fellows secured and held the
flag—our first college dance, the Frosh Frolic, with the
sophs as hosts—the skating party which was noisy,
crowded and FUN—.

when each girl was presented with a single white rose

Football, football and more football—we’ll never for-

ballroom—the beginning of the accelerated program
with its hour long lectures—the Senior Farewell which
was our stepping stone from junior to senior.

—the trip to Huntington.
Last year recalls to mind the train to Knoxville with
Little Joe and Renfro Valley for company—the Marshall game when it really RAINED and we had to dry
our hair before going to the Freshman Welcome dance
—our very own Junior Prom with King Al and Queen
Polly, and Joe College and Betty Coed all dressed up
in tux and formal—the Military Ball which transformed

the basketball court at the Coliseum into a beautiful
get

the

musical

show,

Mask

and

Mascara,

with

the

football boys dancing (Ballet Style) to the music of
Maestro Reichard; everyone helped to make it a success
doing everything

from

tumes—Homecoming
King

Carrigan

doing

shifting scenery

with

Queen

to sewing

McLaughlin

the honors—who

can

forget

cos-

at our Senior Farewell—will be marching down

the

aisle of the N. C. R. Auditorium

dancing classes which turned out the Jitterbugs doing
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And now we are seniors and soon we will be dancing

and

the

to get our diplomas

and then we will be no longer a class, but shall be

scattered to the ends of the earth, leaving behind our
pictures in the hall and a thousand

good times. But

LUXURIES—OH

YES?

that is six months off so we must make the best of it,
even if the words of the anthem stick in our throats,

and we know that every football game and every dance
comes only that much closer to the last when we will
say to our Alma Mater: thanks for the privilege of
belonging to the great family under the Red and Blue.
—ETHEL

CocuRAN.

It wasn’t so very long ago that we considered it
almost impossible to live without a
stockings, and permanents. Those days
and in their stead we find ourselves
problem of getting along without many
we formerly enjoyed. So it is our aim
attempt to suggest substitutes for
priorities.

25—te
NOVEMBER

car, sugar, silk
of ease are gone
faced with the
of the luxuries
at this time to
these departed

It’s impossible now to go very far

November is said to be a dreary month, but to me it
is half and half. The skies of early November are a
beautiful blue, not the deep, azure shade

of summer,

Because, alas, no one has a

car.

What a handy gadget that car used to be. Just step
on the gas and off you would go—even if it were only
down to the corner store. But how the picture is changing. Those precious four gallons must be saved for
emergencies now, so patriotically we set the alarm

but still a wonderful background for the browns, yellows, and reds of autumn foliage. During these first
weeks the trees are usually shedding the last of their
resplendent robes. The brown, lifeless grass is covered
with the trees’ cast-off clothes. Until the multi-colored

half an hour earlier in order to catch the bus, or—horrors, what is this world coming to!—walk to that eight

leaves

o'clock class.

turn

brown,

the ground

takes

on,

temporarily,

the discarded glory of the trees. Then appear men and

women, but more often their children, trying in vain
to restore the
the summer
huge piles of
like so many
than to burn
autumn?

lawns to their immaculate appearance of
months. Youngsters delight in building
crackling leaves, into which they burrow
foxes. At night, what is a greater pleasure
these huge piles into flaming pyres of

When November has passed its middle-age, its wellknown dreariness sets in. It is not yet winter, nor is it
still autumn. The rains come and turn the world into a
sodden mass. The skies are perpetually gray, and the
air cold and damp. The trees are bare skeletons, giving
no evidence of their reawakening te life in the spring.

Do you miss that good chocolate candy that used to
taste so good while you read or studied? Are you one

of those people who dutifully refuse that extra teaspoonful of sugar in your coffee (if you can get coffee)?

Yes, aren’t we all. But from now

on it will be hurrah

for dill pickles and sour lemonade. They say it’s only

a matter of accustoming one’s self to the taste.

As for silk stockings, I have it on the best authority
that the shortage of silk is due to the fact that the
worms( Japs, to you) are too busy fighting to keep up
with their spinning. And what girl is there who

wouldn’t donate her best nylons if it would help some-

of

one “who wears a pair of silver wings” parachute to
safety once again? Now comes the saddest news of all—
no permanents. Don’t let that defeat you, girls. Just get
out your curlers and keep your wavy locks. While for
some, pigtails may even be in style.

The lingering memories of autumn’s flaming splendor help sustain us through November with its rain,
snow and cold until the sharp, pleasing cold of winter

If we're going to win this war we must all pull
together. This means no grumbling over the shortage
of various items which before seemed so essential. So
it is with a true spirit of patriotism and sacrifice that

Perhaps a little moisture, half rain, half snow, finds its
way to earth, turning that earth into a white sheet,

eaten
does

by legions
not make

of moths.
the beautiful,

The

snow

fresh,

of November

white

blanket

the winter months.

we say farewell to luxuries for the duration.

awakens us to a renewed interest in life.
—A. K.

—Bettry ANN BEHRINGER.
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The International Relations Club
Convention
@ By Wess

G. WHITMER

United States of plants from war work to peace-time

One of the University of Dayton delegates
to the I. R. C. Convention at Huntington
gives our readers his impressions of this
convention.

production:

the manner

of financing post-war recon-

struction; free trade and the protective tariff; the
Atlantic Charter; return to the Gold Standard after the
war; questions concerning Imperialism, for example,

the amendment in regard to Cuba.
HE 1942 Session of Ohio, West Virginia, and
Kentucky International Relations Clubs was
an event of October 30th and 31st, at Marshall Colege,
Huntington, West Virginia. Forty-seven delegates from
fifteen coleges were in attendantce. Officers for the
convention were: Lewis Maddoks, President; Web
Whitmer, Vice-President; Rosemary Carter, Recording

Secretary; Mary Richardson,

Corresponding

Secretary;

and Lewis Carrol, Treasurer.

The program in general consisted of: a general opening session; round tables; banquet and speech by Dr.
Eagleton;

round

tables;

general

business

session;

tea

and social hour; banquet and speech by Dr. Godshall;
informal fraternity dance in the Student Union; round
tables; general session for elections of next year’s
officers and reading of notes on various discussions;
banquet and adjournment of the convention.
There were three discussion sessions, each on a defi-

nite phase of the broad topics: “British Empire and the

War’; “American Solidarity”; and “After the War—
What?”
The

Dayton

delegates took active part in the dis-

cussion “After the War—What?”

Mr. Whitmer led

the round-table discussion on “Political Reconstruction
After the War.” Mr. Welch presented an excellent
talk on the same subject. The main points for discussion were: The Spread of Christianity; the diffusion of
democratic ideals and culture to the entire world; why
the League of Nations failed; necessity for a denfinite
statement of the United Nation’s peace aims; a new
fourteen-point peace program, presented by Mr. Whitmer, based upon the “Four Freedoms” and the “Eight
Points”; and the question of the dismemberment of

Germany.

Points

discussed

at other

discussions

on

The folowing is a resume of reports at the general
session: British Empire and the War. More emphasis
was placed on Canada in regard to the relation of the
French

war

effort.

Also,

New

Zea-

have freedom. They promised it to India after the last
World War, but didn’t give it to her. This time the
other nations are going to see to it that England keeps
her promise.
American Solidarity. The boy from Lima, Peru,
Carlos Jaramillo of Bethany College, was the bright
note in this discussion group. It is agreed that it would
be much to our advantage to have a closer friendship
with South America, not only politically and economically, but culturally as well. There must be an understanding of the South American point of view, and
in turn they should get acquainted with ours. Chile
and Argentina are not allied with us as closely as some
of the other South American nations. Carlos explained
this situation by saying that perhaps these two coun-

tries felt that they could be of more value if they
stayed neutral. To add a note of satisfaction he said
that no such groups as the Nazis could make a lasting
impression on them, because they are not so susceptible

to change.
we

|

In order to understand the South American countries
should know their culture, history, etc. South

America looks to us with more or less hope that we
will lead in world affairs, and that we will include
them.

The natural economic problmems of the world after
the war; the question of British investment in India
and throughout the world; the conversion here in

coming

sixteen

to the

years England has gradually taken steps to let India

“After the War—What?” are as folows:

Page

Canadian

land’s and Australia’s relation to the war effort was
discussed. It was believed that Australia would remain
in the British Empire after the war. The problem of
India’s independence was brought up. The main question was “Is India ready for their freedom?” In recent

Carlos’

impression
here was

of United

not one

States

prior

of indifference, but

to his
one

of

not knowing anything about United States. He was at

first very homesick for Peru. As his command of English broadened,
intensified.

his interest in North

America

became

It was believed that student exchange would be a
good thing (Carlos Jaramillo is an exchange student).
‘The convention came to a conclusion that every college
and university should have a student exchange. There
is keen interest on the part of the South Americans to
come. ‘’hey are desirous of an opportunity to get new
cultural aspects. Carlos was the main figure in this
forum

because

he

is

from

Sout

hAmerica,

and

he

knows conditions down there, and also because he is a

student in the United States.
Some questions of importance discussed were: why
apparent distrust in the past as shown toward Argen-

In addition, Dr. Eagleton stated that the shock of
the war, unemployment and depression, have taught
the American people that they should spread this
gospel of international organization. He was very
optimistic as he stated, “International government is
inevitable.”
Dr. Leon Godshall of Lehigh University spoke on
the same topic after the banquet Friday evening. He
stated that we must have a firm but not a harsh peace.
During the course of the evening, Dr. Godshall pointed
out that the League of Nations failed because of the
lack of compulsory force and the failure of the members themselves to make the League work. In summary,
he said: “Each person has a definite responsibility; we
must

not expect

too much;

we

must be tolerant; we,

(1941),

as citizens of Democracy, must keep informed on international events and form a philosophy; we must then

and why Argentina and Chile have not come into the
war? It is believed they will cooperate with the United

disseminate these ideas; we must scrutinize the records

tina and Chile after the Declaration of War
States when the time is might, in their opinion.

Dr. Clyde Eagleton, professor of International Law
at New York University, predicted that “the nation
must have a totalitarian government to win the present

totalitarian war.”

listed three forces, interdependence of one nation upon
another as demonstrated by the rubber situation; the
which

has

The members of the International Relations Club
have a grand opportunity. This type of organization
with world peace as its aim can exert a strong influence
in the organization of the post-war world. They must
exert their influence to organize a powerful peace proposal, which,

“Forces Leading to Future International Organization” was the subject of Dr. Eagleton’s address. He

war,

of our political leaders and vote accordingly.”

shown

the

need

of an

international

coalition strong enough to prevent war; and the lack of
security affecting the individual.

when

launched,

will be truly successful.

It is conventions such as the one just concluded that

will help to develop the peace plans. The International
Relations Clubs should be proud of the trust which
they carry; they must study, they must labor unsparingly, to be*worthy of their opportunity. May they
always

work

with

their

hearts,

their

souls,

and _ their

minds, upon the ideal of peace, and hold sacred their

motto “Quae Pacis Sunt Sectemur.”

AUTUMN

SONG

Come over the hill,
The moon swings high!
Come

over the hill,

The hour is nigh
Just over the hill
When fur and wing
And gleaming eye
At midnight’s ring
Hold revelry.
The hour is nigh,
The wind lies still,

The moon rides high,
Come over the hill!
—Sister Mary Davin, S.N.D. de N.
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(Continued from page nine)

“Boompy!” murmured Ed sadly. “Soon...”

“Dear Ed,

“I guess you thought I forgot all about you again,

but I didn’t.”
Ed didn’t get any farther than that. Tears fell quickly upon the paper in his trembling hand. After some
time, he continued his reading and read to the end.
“T'll write you soon.
Your loving sister,

“Boompy.”

That night as Ed knelt in prayer for Cecilia, his
mind wandered back to the past Labor Day. He saw
himself helping Cecilia onto the bus, and again he
heard those reproachful words,
“Didn’t you forget something, Ed?”
And Ed smiled happily as he felt once more the
tenderness of that farewell kiss.

ate
(Continued from page ten)

to sleep throughout the whole performance of Macbeth
—intermissions and all! Another experience which he
had was with a man, who, having entered the theatre

with his wife, angrily shouted to her, “Why didn’t you
tell me this play was by Shakespeare?”
In his humorous and extremely interesting manner
Maurice Evans has been doing a great piece of work.
By making an extended tour throughout the United
States he has been able to create a newer and much
greater love for Shakespeare and his creations. In doing

all this, he has by no means forgotten the men in our

fighting forces. Quite the contrary, he realizes that
they are a cross-section of our large and diversified
population, whose tastes, interests, and recreation must
be considered, now, more than ever before. He has even

defined the word “recreation” to mean “a re-creating
of the person.” The numerous, immortal lines of
Shakespeare can do much in “re-creating” a person,
both spiritually and mentally. Our fighting men, thus
“re-created” can be spurred to greater things, and can
fight for a better world, where other Shapespeare’s can
also live, and catch the beauty, the ugliness, the joys,

and the sorrows

of the world,

writings.

ajo
A THOUGHT AT EVENING
At eventide when Mistress Night holds sway,
And dreamland’s soft caresses bid me lay
Aside my weary cares until the sun
Shall whisper in my ear the night is done,
"Tis then sweet balm in sorrow, peace in strife,

The sinner’s refuge safe, my love in life,

Thy beauteous presence haunts my very mind,
And heartbeats all repeat that thou didst bind
‘Thyself to mother, watch and shelter me,

To guide my steps unto the Deity.

—

As evening shadows soothe my weary breast
And gently falling night bids all hearts rest,

I think of home beyond and Mary sweet,
Where

souls find peace, and love, at last, complete—

Her smiling eyes, her gentle fond caress,
Her queenly might yet Mother’s tenderness.
Ah, let the day with clouds and heartbreak, grief,
Oppress my soul—the night will bring relief.
The Cross on Calvary’s height is dimmed as deep

The shades of evening bathe the world in sleep.
—CHARLES
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LEEsS.

in their own

great

(Continued

from

page

the time, ink, and paper to write it down. But today

eleven)

jaloppy but that driver didn’t care and neither did we.

as we were bouncing crazily down Main, the car sud-

sa) lt

denly careened to one side, as a loud report penetrated
to our stunned senses. Of course we knew what had
happened, but we got out to survey the damage—one

It was the nicest day today. Cool and sunshiny. I was
“on the beam” all day. At 5:00 as I was again waiting
for a bus and wondering why I had thought it was

beautiful weather,

front tire was a wreath of vulcanized ribbons. Well, we

Ed pulled up at the corner and

changed the tire, and put on one that looked almost
as bad. Then came the devastating news that Ed, the
driver, would no longer drive to school as he was now
going to save the car for dates only. Anyhow I can

honked. The skies turned blue again as I climbed into
the front seat.
September 5. Up at 6:00 A. M. and got to class just
before the final bell rang. Do you know, Saturday at six
is a h—— of an hour to get up. Only last Saturday I
slept till noon. I didn’t appreciate it enough then.
Went to sleep during my first class. Woke up rather
suddenly when an eraser bounced off my skull. I guess
that nap helped because I managed to appear awake
anyhow. At least I didn’t feel any more erasers. Got
a ride to Third and Main which helped a lot. Ate lunch
at home and promptly fell asleep on the couch. Wonderful things, couches.

still ride two days a week. Thank goodness it wasn’t
Bob’s car!

September 11.

Felt good this afternoon so decided

to walk home instead of putting myself at the tender
mercies of the bus companies. I never knew Main
Street was so long. Whew! When I got to town I
almost succumbed to the inevitable and took a bus
but

I am

a man

of my

word,

even

to myself,

and

I

had resolved to walk all the way home. When I finally
dragged myself up our front steps, I knew that that
primitive method of transportation was not for me.

September 7. Labor Day. No school. It would have
to be the day I could get a lift. Slept late. Marvelous!

Oh, woe is me, if I ever get in the infantry!

September 10. The last two days nothing happened
that hasn’t happened before, so I didn’t think it worth

but the callouses on my feet are growing.

September 23.
November

22.

Am
GAS

still riding two days a week,
RATIONING.

Amen!

ete
DISTRACTION
A bird fluttered to the pavement
Soundlessly . . .
A cloud-free sky stole overhead
Secretly.
No leaf trembled
No one meddled
On the street.

.. .

Too quiet, for song...
So I walked along
Silently.
Nothing disturbed the sclitude,
Nothing troubled the quietude
On the street.
No,

nothing,

Except—

My shoes squeaked.
—ADELE

UNVERFERTH.
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COMBAT TRAINING—
TECHNIQUE OF RIFLE FIRE
The cadets of the basic course ROTC will soon
take up the study of Combat Training—Technique of
Rifle Fire. The steps in training: will consist of range
estimation, target designation, rifle fire and its effect,

application of fire, landscape-target

firing, and field-

target firing. The scope of training is to learn the proper
application.and control of fire.

Pictured above are two cadets studying a landscape
target. A landscape target is a panoramic picture of a
landscape of such scale that nearly all salient features
are recognizable at one thousand inches. The target is
twenty-five feet long and is mounted at a sufficient
height from the ground to facilitate aiming from the
prone position. Firing is done on the range under the

supervision of members of the ROTC staff.
—Wess

|

G. WHITMER.

ajo
MARBLE

SLABS

(For Armistice Day)

There I was adrift in a sea, a sea of little marble
slabs. On and on I drifted to where the wind did bid,
to the East and to the West, to the North and to the
South, and all that met my eyes was a sea of little
marble slabs.

create another sea of little marble slabs? Was not once
enough? Again, must the fields of Europe be nurtured
by the blood of men? Must the air be filled with the
deafening cries of suffering and dying humanity? Must
we witness the same ordeal once again?

On I drifted,
that I could hear

Here the rising tide of war (1917-1919) did create a
sea of thousands of little marble slabs. Look! As far as
the eye can see, and still farther, stretches the sea of

on and
a human

on and on. Oh! Would
voice, but . . . What? .. .

Who

does speak? It’s from my right! . . . No! On my

left!

O Lord, where? . . . Lord, help me.

marble slabs. And all in vain, because we won

Now silently I drifted; yes silently, for not a sound
could I hear, save the wind.

It was an awful, dreadful

silence.

the war

but we lost the peace. Let not the present conflict make
us guilty of the same appalling sin. When this bloody
conflict ends and we gather round the conference
tables, let us not exclude the voice of Him

who guides

the “Bark of Peter,” but rather let Him pilot the ship
A feeling now gripped my soul, a feeling of futility.

Oh! Why
once

more

Page twenty

the waste? Must the sea of human blood
rise

and

flood

the

earth

and

in

its

wake

to

port,

the

port

of

a

peace

based

on

justice

and

charity.
—Ratpu

KRuLL.

POTPOURRI
CHURCH OF THE PENITENT
THIEF

glaziers, carpenters, artists, and sculptors needed. The
chaplain, who had helped his father, a contractor, supervised

Within the walls of Clinton Prison at Danemora,
New York, stands the church of St. Dismas, which

has a most unusual history. It is a monument to
righteousness built by “public enemies” and its congregation is made up of convicts. This church, with its
spire rising upwards one hundred feet, though built of
haphazard material, such as hardware from a junkyard
and stones from old cells, is known for its great beauty.
In 1937, the new chaplain, Father Hyland, was distressed when shown the noisy gray prison room in

which he was to hold services. He believed that a place
of worship should be one of peace and beauty especially
here where life at its best was ugly. He resolved that
his men should have a church of their own.
The obstacles seemed unsurmountable, but a solution was found as he attacked them one at a time.
He first induced the state to allow any chaplain,
Protestant,

Catholic

or Hebrew,

to build a church

the

camaraderie
him.

work,

and

sprang

When newspapers told the story, help arrived from
various sources and from peoples of all faiths. The
plans were donated by a well known architect; two
Jews gave the twenty-five-thousand-dollar organ; an
invalid girl gave her life savings for a stained glass window; four women in an Australian home for the aged
gave the altar candlesticks; the mother of a convict
who died in the prison gave the lighted cross for the
top of the spire. Ground was broken in less than a

year after Father Hyland had conceived the idea.
The last big problem was labor. This prison is called
“Siberia” by the underworld, for only the most dangerous convicts are sent here. Would such men volun-

course

between

of time

the

an

unusual

prisoners

and

All the appeals he made for aid were based upon
two arguments. This church would set wayward footsteps back on the road to God, and it was a unique
venture in prison welfare, engaging idle hands in constructive work and teaching them useful honest trades.
The facts bear out his contention. Two hundred convicts labored for four years without breaking one prison
tule and some were returned to society as useful honest
citizens. In 1941 it was dedicated to St. Dismas, the
Penitent Thief who was crucified at the side of Christ.
Every Sunday the church is filled with the music of
the Black Sheep Choir, led by a convict. And long
lines of men in gray file in to worship at the shrine of
the patron saint of imprisoned men.
—ELizaABETH

on

prison grounds with private funds. Then a drive was
launched for cash, building material, technical help,
church furnishings, anything that would go into a
church.

in

up

DAWLEY.
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KEEP

’EM

FLYING

It is just past high noon and the sun is beating
down with all its fury. Today is one of those typically
hot July afternoons. There are a few clouds in the sky
and a stifling breeze is making its attempt to make
things miserable for a life-guard. Overhead the drone

of an Army B-26 bomber pierces the air. It circles and
then sails down to the earth like a giant eagle.
After watching the bomber taxi out of sight peace
again reigns, but not for long. ‘The roar of motors is
once more audible and looking toward the South, tiny
spots begin to appear on the horizon. As they draw
closer, in perfect formation, they look like birds flying
North for the summer.

teer to build a church? In all corners of the prison

Louder and louder the motors roar as they come

buried talents were unearthed and forgotten skills revived. Among them were found the stonecutters,

even closer. Now one can make out the size and shape

of the approaching planes. They are the Army’s P-38
Page twenty-one

pursuit planes. With

their bodies

and

double

tails

they make a strange appearance in the sky. Altogether
there are twenty-four planes flying in groups of eight.
Flying at approximately thirty-five thousand feet altitude they circle the field, spread out, and prepare to
land. Circling the field once more the planes “peel off”
and come down out of the sky like cranes swooping

down

for water from a lake. They

make a

that is why we like to dream.
Awake again. The chill that is creeping in must be
dispelled by throwing another log on the fire. Bright
yellow and red flashes intermingled with small blue
flashes dance gayly upward.

stirring

scene as they come to earth at intervals of one hundred and fifty yards and roll to a graceful stop.

Out of these wonderful fighting planes step the best
pilots in the world. Seeing these young men makes one _
think of the sacrifices and hardships that we must all
be ready to make in order to make this a better world
to live in. Let’s “Keep Em Flying” by buying War

Bonds and Stamps.
—WILLIAM

do some of the surroundings of evety day life. Perhaps

Sweet music fills the room at the snap of the button,
setting us in the mood for a good book. Shall it be a
light novel by ‘Tarkington, a few selections from
Browning, a play of Shakespeare, or what? None of
these seem exactly right. Over there is a really appealing book by Charles Dickens that seems to be just the
thing. Back to the soft cozy chair with a satisfying
glance at the fire and soon the characters of the book
seem to come to life in the fascinating story.

KNISLEY.

ajo
LAZY WINTER AFTERNOON
AT HOME
On a cold and winter day the sight of falling snow
and hurrying people numb with cold makes one
glad to be inside a warm living-room looking out.
The warm air radiating from the roaring fire plays
a game with Jack Frost to see which one will conquer
the other. Icy corners on the window panes consistently show that Jack is a persistent old fellow. Curtains
drawn back admit all the daylight possible, but even
though this light is not very bright the spell cannot
be broken by the turning on of any lamps.
A delicious hot noonday meal makes one feel a
certain drowsiness that is perfect fer a long afternoon
at home. The Sunday paper interestingly beckons and
is read and soon scattered about. Articles in the paper
picked at random lend a dreamy atmosphere to the

quietness in the room. Perhaps the first article will
make me feel sorry for the millions of people in other
parts of the world. Maybe another article urges me to
drop everything and come to the Southland for a bright
gay vacation. A look at coming fashions, a glance at
the sport page, or a brief bit of laughter as a particular
comic strip catches my fancy makes the smaller things
in life seem more worthwhile.

All too soon the last rays of the gray daylight fade
into darkness and the afternoon is over. One last look
at the coldness and darkness that is everywhere outside
and another satisfying look at the small kingdom which
is man’s living room and home weuld make anyone
thank God for a perfect afternoon in a free country.
—Marian SCHOCH.
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FRESHMAN WAITERS

Those

bewildered,

terrified

youths

whom

you

see

hurrying to and fro in the dining hall these days compose one of the most pitiable groups at the University
of Dayton—the freshman waiters. I do not speak on
mere assumption but on established fact, for I constitute a charter member of that derelict class. The average

freshman

waiter

is an

eager,

ambitious,

willing

young man whose only crime is inexperience. He innocently places his position in jeopardy by granting some
thirsty student’s plea for a second glass of milk, or he
involves himself in further difficulty by neglecting to
serve his faculty table. His inexperience also retards
his general progress and often results in his own personal deprivation. If he fails to complete his assigned
tasks within a reasonable length of time he finds that
his fellow workers have eaten his share of the daily
meal. In such a situation he does not complain and
“suffer in silence,’ soon comes to be the motto of the

freshman waiter. He realizes and regrets his own inexperience, but he also realizes that he will not always
be a freshman. As time goes on he will advance with
it in knowledge and skill. Experience will once again

Enough of the newspaper is the last thought that

prove to be the best teacher. ‘The day will yet come

comes before the drowsy sleep and pleasant dreams.
The dreams may be of many things, of bygone days,

when he will have the calm, confident appearance of an

of just quaint little instances, or they may be elabora-

when he will shake his head sadly and say, “Look at

tions

those poor freshman waiters.”

on

the

subjects

read

earlier

in

the

afternoon.

Some times dreams make a more pleasant story than
Page twenty-two

accomplished

waiter.

Yes,

he

may

even

see

the

day

—JAMES SCHULER.

Book

Reviews

THE CHINA THAT WAS

religious cults in China, Father Trigault treated crafts,

Translated by L. J. GaLtacuer, S. J.

sciences,

Bruce

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
attempts were made by Jesuits to set up missions and
get a permanent foothold in China. Their efforts were
described in a diary by Father Matthew Ricci, who
labored in the Far East from 1583 to 1610. Father
Nicholas ‘Trigault later translated Ricci’s diary into
Latin and preceded it with explanatory matter and
facts concerning “the China that was.” Father L. J.
Gallagher’s translation of Trigault’s description is of interest, not only as a sketch of life 350 years ago, but
also as a valuable background for a study of presentday affairs in changeless China.

government,

bodies

of

learned

men,

and

native superstitions and customs in his small book that
contained much of interest to the Europeans of his
time as well as inquisitive college students of today.
—Rosertr HUveEts.

ahs
AMBASSADORS IN WHITE
By Cuartes Morrow

WItson

Henry Holt

populous and fertile, as the center of the earth, it was
equally strange that there could be another region
surpassing his own in architecture, arts, and learning.

Relations existing between the United States and
our neighbors to the south have recently become of
paramount importance. For decades we had neglected
our neighbors and were sublimely oblivious to their
problems, but now as unforeseen and unforeseeable
military and economic conditions arise, we have at last
become aware that the citizens of the United States
are not the only Americans in the Western Hemisphere. As our forces march into the tropics, they are
confronted with the fact of overpowering not only the
Axis forces, but also the evils of tropical diseases—a
task to the eradication of which “Ambassadors in
White” have pledged their minds and their lives.

Of interest is the author’s observation that, strange
as many Chinese customs were, they more nearly
resembled those of contemporary Europeans than did

Tropical diseases, their causes and their cure, have
attracted the keenest minds in the medical profession.
Malaria, yellow fever, typhus, beriberi, pellagra, and

those of other Oriental

dysentery are only a few of the dreaded diseases native
to, or carried to our Southern neighbors by conquerors

Chinese and Europeans of Ricci’s time were mutually
curious. To the European, China was a distant pagan
land with strange customs and unlimited wealth. To
the cultured Chinese, accustomed to think of his land,

countries. Their use of tables,

chairs, and beds was unique in
resembled Latin roots. Indeed,
been a link between East and
coming of the missionaries and

the East. Certain words
there appeared to have
West long before the
traders.

Ricci and others were surprised to find traces of
Christianity and Judaism in such a remote land. A certain sect venerated the cross, chanted words resembling

the psalms and spoke of “Tolome,” which might have
been a derivation of Bartholomew, the apostle who
visited India and possibly had reached China. Another
group knew old Testament passages, supported synagogues, and in some cases, observed Jewish law.
In addition to the sections on description

and

on

or tourists.

Ambassadors in White recounts the interesting experiences and experiments of medical zealots and
scientists who were instrumental in checking tropical
diseases. ‘The symptoms and case histories of diseases
are told. The reader’s interest is aroused and retained
by biographical sketches of famous doctors such as
Walter Reed, who proved that mosquitos transmit yellow

fever; William

Carlos Finlay, who
fever was contracted
William Deeks, who
chi, who was a great

Gorgas,

who

advocated

sanitation;

originated the idea that yellow
through the bite of the mosquito;
was a great clinician; and Nogubacteriologist.
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Wilson’s book is definitely more interesting to the
average reader because it is such a recent publication,
being published after Pearl Harbor. It not only is the
history of tropical diseases and medicine, but it is the
story of their effects upon the armies of today. ‘The
author states that to have a winning army it is necessary to have a healthy one. Our soldiers in the tropics
must be protected against the various diseases common
to them. These same diseases have exacted their toll
from

important and everyday problems of Catholic life are
more for our instruction than for mere amusement.

Doran Hurley deserves our thanks for bringing Mrs.
Crowley to those of us who once knew a little old lady
from Ireland who served as the pastor’s right arm.
—WiILLIAM

Dorsey.

e5—be

armies regardless of race, color, or creed. British

troops in Africa have been protected against yellow
fever by vaccines manufactured in the United States.
German troops in Africa have suffered and died of
yellow fever. In the Far East the Japanese prisoners
have suffered more from malaria than our own soldiers.
It is evident by these statements that winning a war
depends not only on waging and winning military and
naval engagements, but also on winning victories in the
medical sciences as well.
—ViviAN

MRS. CROWLEY,

SAYS

IN PARADISE

By Osa JOHNSON
]. B. Lippincott
The adventure that carried Osa and Martin Johnson
through the long safari to Lake Paradise was the famous
couple’s most daring expedition into the heart of the
elephant country. No white woman had ever before
ventured into this section of darkest Africa.

LosH.
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SAYS

FOUR YEARS

SHE

By Doran Hurry
Longmans, Green

They settled down in the wilds and created a home
out of the jungle. Everything had te be made by hand.
Osa was in charge of the village affairs while Martin
shot pictures that told the story of the Dark Continent, its people, and its animals. Osa planted a garden
which yielded produce such as go-pound watermelons
and

Father Francis Talbot, editor of the Jesuit weekly,
“America,” has called Mrs. Patrick Crowley “a universal that Ireland used to send over here.” Nothing could
describe her more aptly, for every Catholic will find
in Herself characteristics (call them eccentricities if
you will) that they once met in the Irish matriarch
who ruled their old parish way back in the good old
days.

oversized

tomatoes,

cabbages,

strawberries,

etc.

One morning she went out to find an elephant calmly
eating her prized sweet potatoes. More angry than
frightened, she chased the huge beast into the forest.

Life was not always peaceful, nor were all the in-

style

cidents quite so humorous. Many were the times that
Osa shot, and a charging beast dropped at the foot of
Martin’s camera. Their humble village played host to
numerous celebrities, including George Eastman who
sponsored the expedition, Carl Akeley, noted wildgame hunter, and the present King and Queen of
England.

familiar but never vulgar, flowing yet with a calm
dignity he gives us, often quoting Herself for pages,
Mrs. Crowley’s last words on Pius XII, the Saints,
voting and other political and religious problems. He
also passes on to us her views on how Lent, summer,
Christmas, and Sundays were once spent and should
always be spent in the Old Parish. The Queen of the
Old Parish is as lovable as ever, and her thoughts on

Through all the drama of Africa which makes up
this narrative—days of burning sun and soaking rain,
narrow escapes from death—this is a story of the courage and devotion of a couple who carried with them
throughout their many and varied experiences an
essentially American humor and dating.
—Bertry ANN BEHRINGER.
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